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The Pope at War
THE SECRET HISTORY OF PIUS XII,
MUSSOLINI, AND HITLER
By David I. Kertzer
A groundbreaking, explosive, and riveting book about
Pope Pius XII and his actions during World War II by
the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Pope and
Mussolini.

History
Sold: World
English
Random
House
Publication: Jun
07, 2022
Length: 672
Pages
Status: Manuscript
https://www.pengu
inrandomhouse.co

Based on thousands of never-before-seen documents
not only from the Vatican, but from archives in Italy,
Germany, France, Britain, and the United States, The Pope at War paints a
new, dramatic portrait of what the pope did and did not do as war enveloped
the continent and as the Nazis began their systematic mass murder of
Europe’s Jews. The book clears away the myths and sheer falsehoods
surrounding the pope’s actions from 1939 to 1945, showing why the pope
repeatedly bent to the wills of Hitler and Mussolini.
David Kertzer is the author of twelve books, including THE POPE AND
MUSSOLINI, winner of the 2015 Pulitzer Prize for biography and the
American Historical Association prize for best book on Italian history,
and THE KIDNAPPING OF EDGARDO MORTARA, a finalist for the national
book award in 1997.

Territories Sold: Chinese Simplified: Beijing Imaginist Time;
German: WBG; Italian: Garzanti; Spanish to Atico de los libros.
THE POPE AND MUSSOLINI:
UK: Oxford University Press; Italian; Rizzoli, Romanian: Editura Rao;
Portuguese: Individual Editora; Brazilian: Intrínseca; Polish:
Wydawnictwo Czarne; French: Les Arènes; Simplified
Chinese: Beijing Imaginist Time Culture; German: WBG;
Czech: Jota; Turkish: Ayrinti
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/219276/thepope-and-mussolini-by-david-i-kertzer/
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Trailed
ONE WOMAN'S QUEST TO SOLVE
THE SHENANDOAH MURDERS
By Kathryn Miles
A riveting deep dive into the unsolved murder of two
free-spirited young women in the wilderness, a
journalist's obsession, and a new theory of who might
have done it.

True Crime
Sold: World
English
Algonquin
Publication: May
03, 2022
Length: 320
Pages
Status: Manuscript
https://www.work
man.com/products
/trailed/hardback

“Trailed is a beautifully written account of a great American tragedy—the
unsolved murders of an undetermined number of young women, all by the
same serial killer, who got away. The truth is still buried. I couldn’t put it
down.” —John Grisham, #1 New York Times bestselling author
In May 1996, Julie Williams and Lollie Winans were brutally murdered while
backpacking in Virginia’s Shenandoah National Park, adjacent to the worldfamous Appalachian Trail.
Journalist Kathryn Miles was a professor at Lollie Winans's wilderness
college in Maine when the 2002 indictment was announced. On the twentieth
anniversary of the murder, she begins looking into the lives of these
adventurous women—whose loss continued to haunt all who had
encountered them—along with the murder investigation and subsequent
case against Darrell David Rice. As she dives deeper into the case, winning
the trust of the victims’ loved ones as well as investigators and gaining
access to key documents, Miles becomes increasingly obsessed with the
loss of the generous and free-spirited Lollie and Julie, who were just on the
brink of adulthood, and at the same time she discovers evidence of coverups, incompetence, and crime-scene sloppiness that seemed part of a larger
problem in America’s pursuit of justice in national parks. She also becomes
convinced of Rice’s innocence and zeroes in on a different likely suspect.

Territories Sold: World English: Algonquin
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Walking Gentry Home:
A MEMOIR OF MY FOREMOTHERS
IN VERSE
By: Alora Young
An acclaimed young poet traces the lives of her
foremothers in Western Tennessee, from those
enslaved centuries ago to her grandmother, her
mother, and finally her own life, in this stunning debut
celebrating Black girlhood and womanhood.

Memoir /
Poetry
Sold: World
English
Hogarth (PRH)
Publication: Aug
02, 2022
Length: 240
Pages
Status: Manuscript
https://www.pengu
inrandomhouse.co

A true American epic in verse, Walking Gentry Home tells the story of Alora
Young’s ancestors, from the unnamed women the historical record has
forgotten but Alora brings to life through imagination; to Amy, the first of her
foremothers to arrive in Tennessee, buried in an unmarked grave unlike the
white man who enslaved her and fathered her child; through Alora’s greatgrandmother Gentry, unhappily married at fourteen; to her own mother, the
teenage beauty queen rejected by her white neighbors; down to Alora in the
present day as she leaves childhood behind and becomes a young
woman. The lives of these women come together to form a narrative that
speaks of generational curses, coming of age, homes and small towns,
fleeting loves and lasting consequences, and the brutal and ever-present
legacy of slavery in the American South. Each poem is a story-in-verse and
together they form an arresting saga. Both heart-wrenching and inspiring,
this unique family memoir finds joy and pride where others might only see
despair.
Informed by archival research, the will and testament of a slaver, formal
interviews, family lore, and even a DNA test, Walking Gentry Home gives
voice to those most often muted: Black girls and women in America.
Alora Young is a college student, an actor, and the Youth Poet Laureate of
the Southern United States. Her poetry has appeared in The New York
Times and The Washington Post, and she has performed her poetry on
CNN, CBS, and the TEDx stage. Alora currently attends Swarthmore
College.

Territories Sold: World English
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How to Sell a Poison
THE RISE, FALL, AND TOXIC
RETURN OF DDT
By: Elena Conis
The story of an infamous poison that left toxic bodies
and decimated wildlife in its wake is also a cautionary
tale about how corporations stoke the flames of
science denialism for profit.

Science
Sold: World
English
Bold Type
Books
Publication: April
12th 2022
Length: 400
Pages
Status: Manuscript
https://www.hache
ttebookgroup.com/
titles/elenaconis/how-to-sell-

The chemical compound DDT first earned fame
during World War II by wiping out insects that caused disease and boosting
Allied forces to victory. Americans granted it a hero’s homecoming, spraying
it on everything from crops and livestock to cupboards and curtains. Then, in
1972, it was banned in the US. But decades after that, a cry arose to demand
its return.
This is the sweeping narrative of generations of Americans who struggled to
make sense of the notorious chemical’s risks and benefits. Historian Elena
Conis follows DDT from postwar farms, factories, and suburban enclaves to
the floors of Congress and tony social clubs, where industry barons met with
Madison Avenue brain trusts to figure out how to sell the idea that a little
poison in our food and bodies was nothing to worry about.
In an age of spreading misinformation on issues including pesticides,
vaccines, and climate change, Conis shows that we need new ways of
communicating about science—as a constantly evolving discipline, not an
immutable collection of facts—before it’s too late.

Territories Sold: World English
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Dancing Cockatoos and the
Dead Man Test
HOW BEHAVIOR EVOLVES AND
WHY IT MATTERS
By Marlene Zuk
A lively exploration of animal behavior in all its
glorious complexity, from tiny wasps to lumbering
elephants—and humans.

Science &
Nature
Sold: World
English
Norton
Publication: Aug
09, 2022
Length: 352
Pages
Status: Manuscript
https://wwnorton.c
om/books/978132

It’s time to leave behind the tired nature-versus-nurture debate. In Dancing
Cockatoos and the Dead Man Test, Marlene Zuk asks a more fascinating
question: How does behavior evolve, and how is that process similar—and
different—in people and animals?
Drawing from a wealth of research, including her own on insects, she
explores how genes and the environment work together to produce
cockatoos that dance to rock music and ants that heal their injured
companions. She follows the different paths cats and dogs took to living with
humans, and asks whether bees are domestic animals. In exploring
intelligence, mating behavior, and fighting disease, Zuk turns to smart
spiders, silent crickets, and crafty crows. She shows how neither our
behavior nor that of other animals is dictated solely by genes, and that
animal behavior can be remarkably similar to human behavior and
wonderfully complicated in its own right.
Marlene Zuk is Professor of Anthropology and Ecology, Evolution and
Behavior at the University of Minnesota. The author of Paleofantasy and Sex
on Six Legs, among other works, she lives in St. Paul.

Territories Sold: World English: Algonquin
PALEOFANTASY:
Japanese: Bungeishunju; Korean: Wisdomhouse
https://wwnorton.com/books/9780393347920
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The Sloth Lemur’s Song
MADAGASCAR FROM THE DEEP
PAST TO THE UNCERTAIN
PRESENT
By Alison Richard
A moving account of Madagascar told by a researcher
who has spent over fifty years investigating the
mysteries of this remarkable island.

Science &
Nature
Sold: World
English
William Collins
Publication: March
31, 22
Length: 352 pages
Status: Manuscript
https://harpercollin
s.co.uk/products/t
he-sloth-lemurssongmadagascar-fromthe-deep-past-to-

Madagascar is a place of change. A biodiversity
hotspot and the fourth largest island on the planet, it
has been home to a spectacular parade of animals, from giant flightless birds
and giant tortoises on the ground to agile lemurs leaping through the
treetops. Some species live on; many have vanished in the distant or recent
past. Over vast stretches of time, Madagascar’s forests have expanded and
contracted in response to shifting climates, and the hand of people is clear in
changes during the last thousand years or so. Today, Madagascar is a
microcosm of global trends. What happens there in the decades ahead can,
perhaps, suggest ways to help turn the tide on the environmental crisis now
sweeping the world.
Alison Richard accompanies the reader on a journey through space and
time—from Madagascar’s ancient origins as a landlocked region of
Gondwana and its emergence as an island to the modern-day developments
that make the survival of its array of plants and animals increasingly
uncertain. Weaving together scientific evidence with Richard’s own
experiences and exploring the power of stories to shape our understanding
of events, this book captures the magic as well as the tensions that swirl
around this island nation.

Territories Sold: NA English: University of Chicago Press
https://wwnorton.com/books/9780393347920
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After Disbelief
ON DISENCHANTMENT,
DISAPPOINTMENT, ETERNITY, AND
JOY
By Anthony T. Kronman
An intimate, philosophic quest for eternity, amidst the
disenchantments and disappointments of our time.

Philosophy
Sold: World
English
Yale
Publication: March
29, 22
Length: 182 pages
Status: Manuscript
https://yalebooks.y
ale.edu/book/9780
300259926/afterdisbelief

Many people of faith believe the meaning of life
depends on our connection to an eternal order of
some kind. Atheists deride this belief as a childish
superstition.
In this wise and profound book, Anthony Kronman offers an alternative to
these two entrenched positions, arguing that neither addresses the
complexities of the human condition. We can never reach God, as religion
promises, but cannot give up the longing to do so either. We are condemned
by our nature to set goals we can neither abandon nor fulfill, yet
paradoxically are able to approach more closely if we try. The human
condition is one of inevitable disappointment tempered by moments of joy.
Resolutely humanistic and theologically inspired, this moving book offers a
rational path to the love of God amidst the disenchantments of our time.
Anthony Kronman is Sterling Professor of Law and a former dean at Yale
Law School. He is the author of Confessions of a Born-Again
Pagan and Education's End: Why Our Colleges and Universities Have Given
Up on the Meaning of Life.

Territories Sold: World English
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Paul Laurence Dunbar
The Life and Times of a Caged Bird
By Gene Andrew Jarrett
On the 150th anniversary of his birth, a definitive new
biography of a pivotal figure in American literary
history.

Biography
Sold: World
English
Princeton
Publication: Jun 7,
2022
Length: 560 pages
Status: Manuscript
https://press.princ
eton.edu/books/ha
rdcover/97806911
50529/paullaurence-dunbar

A major poet, Paul Laurence Dunbar (1872–1906)
was one of the first African American writers to garner
international recognition in the wake of emancipation.
In the first full-scale life of Dunbar in half a century,
Jarrett offers a revelatory account of a writer whose Gilded Age celebrity as
the “poet laureate of his race” hid the private struggles of a man who, in the
words of his famous poem, felt like a “caged bird” that sings.

Jarrett tells the fascinating story of how Dunbar, born during Reconstruction
to formerly enslaved parents, excelled against all odds to become an
accomplished and versatile artist. A prolific and successful poet, novelist,
essayist, playwright, and Broadway librettist, he was also a friend of such
luminaries as Frederick Douglass and Orville and Wilbur Wright. But while
audiences across the United States and Europe flocked to enjoy his literary
readings, Dunbar privately bemoaned shouldering the burden of race and
catering to minstrel stereotypes to earn fame and money. Inspired by his
parents’ survival of slavery, but also agitated by a turbulent public marriage,
beholden to influential benefactors, and helpless against his widely reported
bouts of tuberculosis and alcoholism, he came to regard his racial notoriety
as a curse as well as a blessing before dying at the age of only thirty-three.
Beautifully written, meticulously researched, and generously illustrated, this
biography presents the richest, most detailed, and most nuanced portrait yet
of Dunbar and his work, transforming how we understand the astonishing life
and times of a central figure in American literary history.

Territories Sold: World English
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The Fight to Save the Town
REIMAGINING DISCARDED
AMERICA
By Michelle Wilde Anderson
A sweeping and authoritative study of wealth
inequality and the dismantling of local government in
four working-class cities across the US that
passionately argues for reinvestment in peoplecentered leadership.
In The Fight to Save the Town, urban law expert and

History
Sold: World
English
Avid Reader
Press
Publication: Jun
21, 2022
Length: 320 pages
Status: Manuscript
https://www.simon
andschuster.com/
books/The-Fightto-Save-theTown/MichelleWilde-

author Michelle Wilde Anderson offers unsparing, humanistic portraits of the
hardships left behind in four such places. But this book is not a eulogy or a
lament. Instead, Anderson travels to four blue-collar places that are poor,
broke, and progressing. Networks of leaders and residents in these places
are facing down some of the hardest challenges in American poverty today.
In Stockton, California, locals are finding ways, beyond the police
department, to reduce gun violence related to illicit drug markets. In
Josephine County, Oregon, community leaders have enacted new taxes to
support basic services in a rural area with fiercely anti-government politics. A
social movement in Detroit, Michigan is pioneering ways to stabilize lowincome housing after a wave of foreclosures and housing loss. And in
Lawrence, Massachusetts, leaders are figuring out how to improve job
security and wages in an era of backbreaking poverty for the working class.
Our smallest governments shape people’s safety, comfort, and life chances.
For decades, these governments have no longer just reflected inequality—
they have helped drive it. It doesn’t have to be that way. Michelle Wilde
Anderson argues that a new generation of local leaders are figuring out how
to turn poverty traps back into gateway cities.

Territories Sold: World English
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BOY WITH THE
BULLHORN
A MEMOIR AND HISTORY OF ACT
UP NEW YORK
By Ron Goldberg
A coming-of-age memoir of life on the frontlines of
the AIDS Crisis with ACT UP New York.

Memoir /
History
Sold: World
English
Fordham
University
Press
Publication: Sept.
6, 22
Length: 256 pages
Status:
Uncopyedited
Mss.

From the moment Ron Goldberg stumbled into his
first ACT UP meeting in June 1987, the AIDS activist
https://www.fordha
organization became his life. For the next eight years,
he chaired committees, planned protests, led teach-ins, and facilitated their
Monday night meetings. He cruised and celebrated at ACT UP parties,
attended far too many AIDS memorials, and participated in over a hundred
zaps and demonstrations, becoming the group’s unofficial “Chant Queen,”
writing and leading chants for many of their major actions. Boy with the
Bullhorn is both a memoir and an immersive history of the original New York
chapter of ACT UP, the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, from 1987 to
1995, told with great humor, heart, and insight.

Using the author's own story, "the activist education of a well-intentioned, if
somewhat naïve nice gay Jewish theater queen,” Boy with the Bullhorn
intertwines Goldberg’s experiences with the larger chronological history of
ACT UP, the grassroots AIDS activist organization that confronted politicians,
scientists, drug companies, religious leaders, the media, and an oftenuncaring public to successfully change the course of the AIDS epidemic.
Diligently researched, Boy with the Bullhorn provides both an intimate look
into how activist strategies are developed and deployed as well as a
snapshot of life in New York City during the darkest days of the AIDS
epidemic.

Territories Sold: World English SANS AUDIO
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The Promise of Lost Things
By Helene Dunbar
Three characters with their own agendas converge in
a town filled with mediums, where most residents
make their living speaking to the dead...and there's no
such thing as resting in peace.

YA Fiction
Sold: World
English
Sourcebooks
Publication: July
5, 2022
Length: 320 pages
Status:
Manuscript
https://www.helen

Helene Dunbar is the author of several novels for
edunbar.com/theyoung adults including These Gentle Wounds, What
promise-of-lostthings
Remains, Boomerang, We Are Lost and Found and
Prelude for Lost Souls. Over the years, she's worked
as a drama critic, journalist, and marketing manager,
and has written on topics as diverse as Irish music, court cases, and theater.
She lives in Nashville with her husband and daughter. Visit her online at
http://helenedunbar.com/

Territories Sold: World English

WE ARE LOST AND FOUND
OPTIONED FOR FILM/TV by: Nikolaj Coster-Waldau’s Ill
Kippers Productions
Territories Sold: French: Bayard Editions
https://read.sourcebooks.com/young-adult/we-are-lost-andfound.html

PRELUDE FOR LOST SOULS
(Companion Novel) Territories Sold: World English
https://read.sourcebooks.com/young-adult/9781492667377prelude-for-lost-souls-hc.html
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Middle Grade
Fiction
Sold: World
English
Quill Tree

Sardines
By Sashi Kaufman
Lucas Barnes knows it's possible to stand out in
middle school and still feel completely invisible. That's
what happens after his older brother dies and his
mom disappears.
Stuck at aftercare every day until his dad can pick him
up Lucas gets to know Anna, the popular girl; Cat, the
basketball star; Robbie, who's nice to everyone; and
Finn, the new kid.

Publication: Oct
18, 22
Length: 256 pages
Status: Digital
ARC
https://www.harpe
rcollins.com/produ
cts/sardinessashikaufman?variant=

Between games of Sardines played in the woods
behind school, they realize that each one of them has something they
desperately want–and that together they might actually have the power to
help them get it. Lucas knows what he wants more than anything, but he isn’t
sure if he can trust the group with his family’s secrets.
Told with humor and heart, Sardines is for any kid who’s felt second best or
out of place, about an unlikely crew thrown together by fate and held together
by friendship.
Sashi Kaufman writes books for kids and young adults, including: The Other
Way Around and Wired Man and Other Freaks of Nature. She’s a middle
school teacher in Southern Maine, where she lives with her family. When
she’s not reading or writing she likes to hike, explore, and eat ice cream. Visit
her online at www.sashikaufman.com.

Territories Sold: World English
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Forthcoming
TALKING TO MY FATHER: A Brief
Introduction To Technofeudalism

APES, AND HOW HUMANS EVOLVED
TO CARE

By Yanis Varoufakis

By Michael Lawrence Wilson

Economics. Sample Chapters Available Spring 2022.

Science & Nature, Unedited manuscript available
Spring 2023.

Economist, former Greek Minister of Finance, and bestselling author of
TALKING TO MY DAUGHTER: A BRIEF HISTORY OF CAPITALISM’S
account of how capitalism has come to be replaced with
technofeudalism, in the form of a letter to Author’s father.

Territories Sold: UK English to Bodley Head

SHADOW ACT: An Elegy for American
Journalist

Drawing on more than two decades of close encounters with chimpanzees, a
Professor of Anthropology and Ecology, Evolution and Behavior at the
University of Minnesota explores how their lives illuminate some of our
deepest questions by providing first-hand accounts of the lives of
chimpanzees and other primates, and raising questions about why
chimpanzees do what they do, and how we became human.

Territories Sold: World English to Norton.

By Daniel Johnson

Poetry, Unedited manuscript available.
A poet’s elegy to his closest friend, James Foley, the journalist who was
beheaded by ISIS in 2014 after being held captive for nearly two years in
Libya, as well as a powerful testament of poetic witness to the passion that
drives some journalists into the fray to find the truth.

Territories Sold: World English to McSweeney’s.
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Forthcoming
THE LONGEST, HARDEST RACE

THE BIRDS THAT AUDOBON MISSED

By Eric Moskowitz

By Kenn Kaufman

History. Unedited manuscript available Fall 2023.

Science & Nature. Unedited manuscript available Fall
2023.

Journalist and former Boston Globe reporter’s chronicling of the epic 1909
coast-to-coast auto race that pitted three high-powered motor cars from
smaller outfits against Henry Ford's spidery new Model T, which won, but
only by subterfuge and cheating, setting up the giant automaker of the future.

Territories Sold: World English to St. Martin’s Press

The originator and editor of the KAUFMAN FIELD GUIDES and author of
KINGBIRD HIGHWAY, naturalist Kenn Kaufman tells the history of a colorful
group of naturalists in the1800s who trek around eastern North America,
competing to be first to discover the few remaining bird species unknown to
science.

Territories Sold: World English to Avid Reader Press.

LOCKED IN AND LEFT OUT (Working
Title)
By Deborah Archer

Current Affairs. Unedited manuscript available Fall
2023.
President of the ACLU and legal scholar at NYU Deborah Archer's LOCKED
IN AND LEFT OUT examines race and transportation infrastructure, from the
interstate highway system to bus routes to sidewalks, showing how racial
discrimination is built into the American landscape, and how the legal tools
used to dismantle Jim Crow are insufficient against the discriminatory
practices of the post-civil rights era.

Territories Sold: North American English to Liveright.
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Another Now
DISPATCHES FROM AN
ALTERNATIVE PRESENT
By Yanis Varoufakis
“A landmark work … A vision of a new society with
new ways of thinking is possibly the most important
thing an artist can offer at the moment.” —Brian Eno
What would a fair and equal society actually look like?
The world-renowned economist and bestselling author
Yanis Varoufakis presents his radical and subversive
answer in a work of speculative fiction that recalls
William Morris and William Gibson.

Fiction
Sold: UK
English
Bodley Head
UK Publication:
Sept. 10, 2020
Length: 240 pages
Status: Paperback
https://www.pengu
in.co.uk/books/11
17271/anothernow/97815291106
30.html

Forthcoming: TALKING TO MY FATHER: A Brief Introduction To
Technofeudalism

Territories Sold: UK English to Bodley Head, NA English to Melville
House; Chinese Simplified to Hu'an publications; German to Verlag
Antje Kunstmann; Greek to Patakis; Italian to La nave di Teseo;
Japanese to Kodansha Ltd; Spanish to Editorial Planeta; Turkish to
Epsilon
ADULTS IN THE ROOM:
UK: Bodley Head; NA to FSG; Portuguese (Brazil) to
Autonomia Literária; Complex Chinese to Gusa Press;
Simplified Chinese to Gusa Press; Croatian to Sandorf; Dutch
to De Geus; French to Les Liens qui Liberent; German rights
to Kunstmann; Greek to Patakis; Italian to La Nave di Teseo;
Japan to Akashi Shoten; Polish to Krytyka Polityczna;
Portugal & Portuguese-speaking African Countries to
Marcador; Russian to AST Publishers; Slovak to Vydavatelstvo Absynt;
Slovenian to Mladinska Knjiga; Spanish to Planeta.
https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/1113208/adults-in-theroom/9781784705763.html
AND THE WEAK SUFFER WHAT THEY MUST?:
UK to Bodley Head; NA to Bold Type Books; Bosnian to
TKD Šahinpašić; Portuguese (Brazil) to Autonomia Literária;
Croatian to Sandorf; Dutch to De Geus; French to Les Liens
qui Libèrent; German rights to Kunstmann; Greek to Patakis;
Italian to La Nave di Teseo; Japanese to P-Vine; Norwegian
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to SolumBokvennen; Polish to Krytyka Polityczna; Portugal &
Portuguese-speaking African Countries to Marcador; Serbian to Leguna;
Spanish to Planeta. https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/1111278/and-theweak-suffer-what-they-must-/9781784704117.html
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God’s Shadow
SULTAN SELIM, HIS OTTOMAN
EMPIRE, AND THE MAKING OF
THE MODERN WORLD
By Alan Mikhail
An “arresting” (New York Times Book Review)
revisionist history demonstrating how Islam and the
Ottoman Empire made our modern world.

Science &
Nature
Sold: NA
English
Liveright
Publication:
August 2020
Length: 512 pages
Status: Paperback
https://wwnorton.c

The history of the Ottoman Empire—once the most powerful state on earth,
ruling over more territory and people than any other world power—has for
centuries been distorted, misrepresented, and suppressed in the West. With
this “original and wide-ranging” (Wall Street Journal) global history, Alan
Mikhail vitally recasts the Ottoman conquest of the world through the
dramatic biography of Sultan Selim I (1470–1520). Drawing on previously
unexamined sources, and upending prevailing shibboleths about Islamic
history and jingoistic “rise of the West” theories, Mikhail’s game-changing
account radically transforms our understanding of the importance of Selim’s
Ottoman Empire in the annals of the modern world.
A leading historian of his generation, Alan Mikhail, Professor of History and
chair of the Department of History at Yale University, has reforged our
understandings of the past through his prize-winning books on the history of
the Middle East.

Territories Sold: NA to Liveright/Norton; UK to Faber, Chinese
Simplified to Citic, Dutch to Athenaeum–Polak & Van Gennep;
German to Beck; Italian to Einaudi; Korean to Cum Libro; Slovenian to
Beletrina Academic Press; Turkish to Epsilon
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History
Sold: World
English
Simon &
Schuster

Dress Codes
HOW THE LAWS OF FASHION
MADE HISTORY
By Richard Thompson Ford
An exploration of fashion through the ages that asks
what our clothing reveals about ourselves and our
society.

Publication: Feb
2021
Length: 464
Pages
Status: Paperback
https://www.simon
andschuster.com/
books/Dress-

In Dress Codes, law professor and cultural critic Richard Thompson Ford
presents a “deeply informative and entertaining” (The New York Times Book
Review) history of the laws of fashion from the Middle Ages to the present
day, a walk down history’s red carpet to uncover and examine the canons,
mores, and customs of clothing—rules that we often take for granted. After
reading Dress Codes, you’ll never think of fashion as superficial again—and
getting dressed will never be the same.
"We all abide by dress codes, whether required to do so or not. The author’s
discussion embraces a vast body of knowledge, from what might be called
fashion anthropology to a philosophy of sartorial splendor, and he’s an
assured, genial narrator. He has an acute eye for detail, too...For the
clotheshorse and the jeans-clad alike, a lucid, entertaining exploration of how
and why we dress as we do."– Kirkus (Starred)
"Essential reading whether you dress to the nines or prefer sweats...Ford’s
writing is steeped in extensive research and makes what could be a dull
history lesson about fashion a deeply informative and entertaining study of
why we dress the way we do, and what that tells us about class, sexuality
and power." – The New York Times Book Review
"A sharp and entertaining history of the rules of fashion. Mr. Ford skillfully
examines how fashion, far from being mere frivolity, has shaped people’s
lives from the 14th century to the present."– Wall Street Journal

Territories Sold: World English: Simon & Schuster; Simplified
Chinese: Chongping University Press; Japanese: Pan Rolling Co. Ltd;
Russianl EKSMO
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The Great Dissenter
THE STORY OF JOHN MARSHALL
HARLAN, AMERICA'S JUDICIAL
HERO
By Peter S. Canellos
A Publishers Weekly Best Nonfiction Book of
2021

History
Sold: World
English
Simon &
Schuster
Publication: June
2021
Length: 624 pages
Status: Finished
Book
https://www.simon
andschuster.com/
books/The-GreatDissenter/Peter-SCanellos/9781501

"Solidly accessible and thoroughly researched, it
makes a persuasive case for Harlan’s significance and sometimes reads like
a mystery." — The New York Times
"[A] superb biography...Canellos writes with fluency, sensitivity and clarity
about complex legal arguments… . One hopes for the moral courage, clarity
of thought and practical vision of John Marshall Harlan.” — Guardian

"If the power of one’s dissents are the measure of a justice’s greatness, then
John Marshall Harlan, who served on the court between 1877 and 1911,
deserves a much bigger tribute...[A] sympathetic and well-written new
biography." — Christian Science Monitor
"Written in lively prose and enriched with colorful character sketches and a
firm command of the legal issues involved, this is a masterful introduction to
two fascinating figures in American history. " — Publishers Weekly (starred
review)
"The riveting story of a courageous Kentucky lawyer who initiated significant
challenges to anti–civil rights measures during an era of ubiquitous bigotry...
An impressive work of deep research that moves smoothly along
biographical as well as legal lines." — Kirkus Review (starred review)

Territories Sold: World English
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Memoir
Sold: World
English
Houghton
Mifflin
Harcourt

Essays After Eighty
By Donald Hall (Estate)
The former US Poet Laureate contemplates life,
death, and the view from his window in these
“alternately lyrical and laugh-out-loud funny” essays
(New York Times).
His entire life, Donald Hall dedicated himself to the
written word, putting together a storied career as a
poet, essayist, and memoirist. Here, in the “unknown,
unanticipated galaxy” of very old age, his essays
startle, move, and delight.

Publication: 2014
Length: 304 pages
Status: Finished
Book
https://www.hmhb
ooks.com/shop/bo
oks/essays-aftereighty/978054428

"By exploring the joys and vicissitudes of a long life, this work offers
revealing insights into the human condition." —Publishers Weekly (starred
review)
“Alluring, inspirational hominess . . . Essays After Eighty is a treasure . . .
balancing frankness about losses with humor and gratitude.” —Washington
Post
“A fine book of remembering all sorts of things past, Essays After Eighty is to
be treasured.”—Boston Globe

Territories Sold: World English; Japanese to Tatsumi; Korean to
East-Asia Publishing; Spanish to Valparaiso Ediciones; Vietnamese to
Viet Nam Az
A CARNIVAL OF LOSSES: NOTES NEARING NINTEY
Former poet laureate of the United States Donald Hall’s final
collection of essays, from the vantage point of very old
age, once again “alternately lyrical and laugh-out-loud
funny” (New York Times).
https://www.hmhbooks.com/shop/books/A-Carnival-ofLosses/9781328826312
Territories Sold: World English to Houghton Mifflin
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Economics

The Estate of John Kenneth
Galbraith
John Kenneth Galbraith (1908–2006) was one of the
most influential economists of the twentieth century.
He was professor of Economics at Harvard University
and served as U.S. Ambassador to India during the
Kennedy administration. He wrote more than fifty
books, including American Capitalism, The Affluent
Society, and The New Industrial State (Princeton).

Princeton
University
Press

https://press.princ
eton.edu/ourauthors/galbraithjohn-kenneth

ECONOMICS IN PERSPECTIVE
In Economics in Perspective, renowned economist John Kenneth Galbraith
presents a compelling and accessible history of economic ideas, from
Aristotle through the twentieth century.

Territories Sold: World English to Princeton, Italian to Rizzoli;
Polish to Graal; Spanish to Editorial Planeta; Turkish to Dost Kitabevi
Yayinlari
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691171647/econom
ics-in-perspective
MONEY: WHENCE IT CAME, WHERE IT WENT
In Money, renowned economist John Kenneth Galbraith cuts
through the confusions surrounding the subject to present a
compelling and accessible account of a topic that affects us
all.

Territories Sold: World English to Princeton,
Simplified Chinese to CITIC; Italian to Rizzoli; Spanish to
Editorial Planeta
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691171661/money
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The Estate of Barbara
Cooney

Picture
Books
Most in-print
foreign rights
controlled by
Penguin

Barbara Cooney traveled the world, lived in a house
by the sea in Maine, and made the world more
https://www.pengu
beautiful through her art. She was a two-time
inrandomhouse.co
Caldecott Medal winner, for Chanticleer and the
m/authors/5634/b
Fox in 1959 and Ox-Cart Man in 1980. Her beloved
arbara-cooney
book Miss Rumphius was the winner of the American
Book Award in 1982. Barbara Cooney died in 2000 at the age of eighty-two.

WHEN THE SKY IS LIKE LACE
Haunting and dreamlike, this classic picture book describes the strangesplendid and plum-purple things that occur when the sky is like lace. On a
night on which anything can — and indeed will — happen, three girls venture
out to listen to otters sing, eat spaghetti with pineapple sauce, and watch
trees dance.
Horwitz's playful text will delight and challenge readers to go out on a
bimulous night with singing otters and sulky snails. Bewitching paintings by
legendary artist Barbara Cooney complete the magic, using wispy and
shadowy watercolors to portray that special place where only your
imagination can take you.

PDF Available. Strothman Agency is in contact and can facilitate with the Elinor Lander
Horwitz Estate.
"... an original creation which survives on the power of its mood. Imaginative
children with their own night fantasies may well blend this vision with their
dreams." --New York Times Outstanding Book of the Year (1975)

Territories Sold: World English to Islandport Press, Korean to
Moonji Publishing
https://www.islandportpress.com/product-page/when-the-sky-is-likelace
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